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Sujata T. Rav
Director (HR) Dated: 03.04.2017

Dear Sh. Sivasailam,

Please refer to DoT order No.61'-2/2016-su dated 2g.0g.2017with reference
les effective from 01.01,.2007 for JTOs and
of JTOs and SDEs has been revised in the

46500 (E2) in replacement of 9g50-14600

scale of Rs' 1'8850-40500 and Rs. 2280046500 on personal basis. New appointmentsto these cadres shall be in the scale of ns. io+0040500 and Rs. 20600-46s00respectively' As per this order, there are fwo scales for the cadre of JTos viz., Rs.16400-40500 and Rs' 1885040500 and similarly for sDEs viz. Rs. 2060046s00 and Rs.22800-46500/ - which is not permissibre as per DpE oM dated 24.12.2012(Annexure-I). 
- r--

2' In this regard, I wourd arso rike to draw your kind attention to thePresidential order No' 61-6l2002-su dated 28.7.200g (Annexure-Il) where by Dorconveyed to BSNL that in respect of executives appointed by BSNL in CDA scale(Rs' 6500-10500) for JTos / inos on or after 01.10.2000, the executives will bedeemed to have been appointed in the corresponding IDA scale (Rs. gg50- 1.4600(ElA)' The decision conveyed now vide Dor order dated 2g.3.2017 is in conflictwith the earlier decision conveyed vide order dated 2.2.200g, since directrecruitment of JTo / equivalent cadre has now been ordered. to be made rower thanthe scale of Rs. 9850-1.46A0 G1A).

3' It is relevant to inform that BSNL's earlier proposal dated 0g.L.200greferredto in DoTs order dated 28'g.2017 was for revisionof equivalent pay scales for E1A(Rs' 9850-14600) and E2A (Rs. 11875 -17275)into the scale of Rs. j.gg5040500 and Rs.22800-46500 w'e'f' 07.07.2007' This proposal had been rejected rwice by Dorinitially on24'0'L'2011 and finally on-18.07.2014 after consultation with DpE. It was
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corresPonding new scales. In fact, DOT itself had not agreed to the proposal of
introduction of intermedlary pay scales in BSNL for the reasons indicated in their
communication to DPE.

4. Iir view of non-approval of DOT & DPE to revised E1A and E2A pay scales,
BSNL reconsidered the matter and revised its proposal and sought DOT approval
for grant of E2 and E3 pay scales replacing the intermediary pay scales of E1A and
EzA w.e.f. 01,.01..2007. However, at this stage, when BSNL after prolonged
consultation with all stakeholders have proposed E2 and E3 pay scale , DOT has
now ordered for continuance of Rs. 18850-40500 (on personal basis) for the cadres of
JTOs / JAOs and scale of Rs. 2280046500 (on personal basis) for the cadres of SDEs
/ AOs. Furthermore, the scale of JTOs and SDEs have been downgraded from E1A
/ E2A to E1 / E2 respectively. This has created situation of demoralization and
demotivation of junior cadres.

5. As you know, BSNL is currently in revival mode and the young executives
are playing a pivotal role in the revival. Lowering the pay scales would perhaps
lead to industrial uruest. I would, therefore, impress upon you to kindly use your
good offices to ensure that the proposal of BSNL for grant of E2and E3 pay scales in
replacement of pre'revised E1A and E2A pay scales is reconsidered and approved
in order to arrest the grave discontent in the organization.

With regards,

[Sujata T.
To

Shri N Sivasailam,
Additional Secretary (T),
Department of Telecommunications,
New Delhi
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You;s sincerely,


